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Big Storage, Small Footprint
Hänel's Rotomat® provides fast retrieval of inventory while occupying only a small footprint of valuable floor space.
Sterile closed storage environment prevents contamination
Fast, easy and accurate on-demand access
Secure access and inventory control
Designed for ergonomic retrieval with adjustable support rail
The Rotomat® is especially suited for storing heavy anodized aluminum cases that store sterilized surgical
instruments, as well as wraps, medical products, and pharmaceutical and other supplies.
Hänel's advanced inventory management options help control inventory, cutting down on errors. If you have opted
to use offsite centralized storage, retrieval accuracy is especially important to eliminate unnecessary transport time.
Hänel also offers specialized solutions for storage in climate and air-controlled environments and due to an
increasing focus on the importance of sustainability and conservation of natural resources, Hänel developed its
EcoConcept systems. These systems add features that reduce energy consumption. But protecting the
environment isn’t all they do; they can also impact operating costs and amortization.
Hänel EcoDrive® - recovers energy by converting kinetic energy of descending extractor into electrical
energy & feeding it back into electrical supply system
Hänel EcoLoad® - ensures balanced load distribution is achieved, so minimal energy is needed to set
storage system in motion
Hänel EcoMode® - minimizes energy intake of storage systems when idle for extended periods of time
Talk to us about Hänel systems, we are no stranger to these installations, and you might be surprised to learn how
they can work with your budget.

Hänel Rotomat Case Study

How can Kraftwerks help?

Rethink Storage
Instead of rows of shelving with aisles in between, consider mobile aisle storage. It squeezes all that shelving
together and eliminates all but a single aisle that “moves” as the unit smoothly rolls open to the correct shelving
section.
Datum’s high-density storage systems can effectively double storage capacity within your existing footprint, and
they offer controlled access and added safety options like aisle locks, and depending on the model, aisle entry
sensors, lighting, advanced safety systems and power lock or fire park.
Units are available in a variety of finishes including laminate, melamine, powder coated steel finishes or custom
graphics.
MOBILETRAK5® - high density storage, manual controls
MOBILETRAK POWERED® - secure high-density storage with one-touch, powered controls
MOBILETRAK3® - Low-profile mobile storage for challenging spaces
Kraftwerks is an authorized distributor for Datum products and we've installed high density storage systems in
many applications. Ask us how a mobile storage system can work for you.

Datum MobileTrak Video

See how Kraftwerks can help

Top Notch Lab Buildouts
Kraftwerks has specialized experience in the design and buildout of laboratories — and we have it in abundance.
We can ensure your lab will be compliant, safe and high functioning with superior workflow.
Kewaunee Scientific Corporation has a sound history of creating laboratory furniture that is versatile, adaptable and
incredibly long lasting. You'll find Kewaunee products in many prominent healthcare, pharmaceutical, research and
education labs, as well as labs in other industries.
Workstations
Casework
Worktops
Fume Hoods and biosafety cabinets
In addition to sound mechanical functioning, your lab will also look great! Kewaunee offers a variety of product
construction materials and finishes:
Stainless steel
Metal
Wood
Spekrum laminate
Kemresin epoxy
If you are looking to build a new or redesign an existing lab, contact us, we can help.

Kewaunee LookBook

See how Kraftwerks can help

Click here to learn about Kraftwerks engineering services. We have a full service engineering
department with extensive experience in the fabrication, assembly, installation and continuing
service of products.

Learn how Kraftwerks built a fully stainless steel research lab.

Did you know...Kraftwerks is fully insured to perform relocation services,
including disassembly and new configuration assembly of existing equipment,
as well as distribution services?
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